
P h y s i c s                              name _______________________________________________ period ____

Inv-1 Expan IV One Dim.  Motion                                                  sheet #____
Remember to use C.L. Deipa when working these problems:   C: Circle the givens in the problem  L: Label the givens with the 
proper variable   D:  Include a labeled drawing to organize your thoughts   E:  Write down the proper opening physics equation(s) I: 
Isolate the variable you are after   P: Plug in the givens    A:  Box in your answer  
1.) The head of a rattlesnake can accelerate 16.0 ft/s2 in striking the victim.  Crazy Joe Clayton brings his face to within three feet of 
the snake’s head in an attempt to prove his manhood in front of his girlfriend/cousin Thelma Clayton. How many milliseconds does 
Crazy Joe have to get out of the way of the snake if it strikes? 

2.)  Approximately how many miles is the Sun from the Earth? Use the following constants, kinematics, and unit analysis to help 
you determine the answer: speed of light in a vacuum (which is what outer space is for the most part): 299,792,458 m/s    
Time it takes light to get from the sun to earth: 8.3 min     You must use unit analysis and fill in all the slots below:

        1  mi

       5280 ft

3.) A driver slams on her brakes and brings her car to a stop in 5.00 seconds.  The car was traveling along the highway at a rate of  
24.6 m/s when the braking begins.  
a.)  At what rate is the car accelerated?                                           b.)  How far does it travel before stopping?

4.) A supersonic jet flying at 200 m/s is accelerated    a.) What is its final speed in m/s? 
uniformly at the rate of 23.1 m/s/s for 20.0 seconds.
b.) Physicist Ernst Mach (who had a big influence on Einstein) 
studied the effects of motion faster than sound.  The ratio of a speed 
to that of sound is called (in his honor) the “Mach Number”.  For 
instance, Mach 1 is the speed of sound and equates to 331 m/s 
(which is about 740 mph).  The fastest known manned jet, 
the SR-71 Blackbird, flies at up to Mach 3.3. 
What is the Mach Number of our supersonic jet in part a?

5a.)  If a bullet leaves the muzzle of a rifle with a speed of 600.0 m/s and the barrel of the rifle is 80.0 cm long, at what average rate 
is the bullet’s velocity changing while in the barrel?

Required Drawing ===> 

5b.) How many milliseconds will the bullet be in the barrel?

5c.) You just found the average acceleration and the total time. Now
plot both the average acceleration and what you think the instantaneous  a
acceleration vs. time may look like.               
(hint:  What will be the horizontal acceleration of the                   km/s/s
 bullet as it leaves the barrel?)                  200
                 
                   100
Would this most likely be an example of a quartet (jerk is constant)              
or a quintet (snap is constant)  or a sextet (crackle is constant)                                              
           1         2         ms    



6.) What is the acceleration of a racing car if its speed is increased 
from 44.0 m/s to 66.0 m/s over an 11.0 sec period?

7.) A plane flying at the speed of 150 m/s is accelerated 
     uniformly at a rate of 5.00 m/s/s.   
a.) What is the plane’s speed at the end of 10.0 seconds?

b.) What distance has it traveled?

8.)  A Tokyo express train is accelerated from 
rest at a constant rate of 1.2 m/s2 for one minute.  
How far does it travel during this time?

9.)  In a vacuum tube, an electron is accelerated
 uniformly from a speed of 9.6 x 104 m/s to a speed 
of  2.60 x 105 m/s during a time period of 65 milliseconds.  
Calculate the acceleration of the electron. 

10.) CAUTION!  MIXED UNITS AHEAD! An engineer is to design a runway 
to accommodate airplanes that must gain a ground speed of 140 knots before 
they can take off.  These planes are capable of being accelerated uniformly 
at the rate of 175 km/hr/min.  (1 knot = 1.15 mph; 1.6 km = 1 mi)
 a.) How many miles long must the runway be? 

b.) How many seconds will a plane need to 
     accelerate to take off speed? 

ANSWERS:  1.) 612 ms   2.) 93 million miles  3a.) - 4.92 m/s2   3b.) 61.5 m   4a.) 662 m/s   4b.) Mach 2   5a.) 225 km/s2   
5b.) 2.7 ms  5c.)  IC  6.) 2.00 m/s2     7a.) 200 m/s   7b.)  1750 m   8.) 2.16 km   9.) 2,520 km/s/s   10a.) 1.97 mi   10b.) 88 s




